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Flexibility, Dependability.
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TCNV Single Clipper

Natural casing sausages with flat clips

Area of Application
The table clippers of the TCNV
range are used wherever an absolutely secure closure is required.
Sausage, poultry, game, mussels and clams as well as packaged fresh meat and cheese can
be sealed with these machines.
This machine range is used in
both large and small businesses.
The robust aids can be used for a
number of different requirements.
There is a wide range of applications. The following example applications show the universal use of
the clip closure before, during or
after the process.
Process packaging
		After clipping, a product is
cooked or frozen. It can then be
processed further or dispatched.
		A clipped net allows a product
to be smoked with the required
shape and surface structure.
Protective packaging
		A product is provided with a protective casing for reasons of hygiene.

		Products are sent in thick pro-

tective bags.
		Products are temporarily stored
and protected against dust.
Final packaging
		The sealed product enables attractive presentation to customers. A range of labels, product
shapes and colors of the packaging and sealing materials enable a large number of different
product designs.
Standby machine
		With these machines, it is possible to react very flexibly to capacity peaks, re-working, downtimes of other lines or unexpected daily production levels.
		Specialist products can therefore be packaged at low cost.
Packaging material
		The TCNV can be used for natural, collagen, fibrous and artificial casings.
		Bags, nets, small artificial casings and all other commercially
available casings are accommodated

Advantages
		Low life-cycle costs thanks to ro-

bust design
		Service and maintenance costs

are kept to a minimum
		The machine complies with the

highest standards of hygiene
and safety
		High stability of the machine
combined with very small production space requirements
		The machine withstands the
most rigorous permissible cleaning routines
		Hygienic design, smooth surfaces and stainless materials help
to maintain the required operational cleanliness, quick and
easy cleaning
 	The flat clip is particularly suitable for sealing sensitive natural
casings

TCNV with automatic loop feeder

Design

Premium Quality Clips

Table clippers of the TCNV range are
made of chromium nickel steel and
plastic and comply with the latest
requirements for safety and hygiene defined in the various standards. e.g. European Machinery Directive and Clipping Machine StandardOptionale
EN13885.
Schrägverstellung

High-quality clips are essential to
a successful clip closure.

Optional angular setting
Inclinaison en option
Mecanismo regulador del ángulo opcional

Equipment Versions

		If the sausage is to be processed

or presented while suspended,
the loop feeder is used
		A knife ensures straight, attractive ends
		A maintenance unit ensures
auf dem
Clip
clean supply airPrägung
at the
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Stamping on the clip
pressure, whichEstampage
reducessurmainle clip
tenance costs Estampación en el clip

F
Replaceable die

Wechselmatrize
Exchangeable die
Matrice interchangeable
Matriz de cambio

TIPPER TIE clips are manufactured from a special aluminum
alloy and are held to exacting
specifications that exceed those
from theAutomatischer
generalSchlaufeneinleger
wire industry.
Automatic looping
mechanism
The dimensions
of all
TIPPER TIE
Système d'étiquettage
clips areSistema
keptde within
etiquetas very tight
tolerances, ensuring a perfect closure every time. In addition, the
free clip ends are rounded and lubricated, to ensure that both clip
legs form simultaneously and uniformly as the clip gathers the packaging materials. The result is a clip
that closes smoothly and securely
every time.
Pneumatic cutting knife

R
Pneumatisches Abschneidemesser
Pneumatic knife
Lame pneumatique
cuchilla neumática

TCNV
Technical Specifications
Standard Features
Dimensions L x W x H (cm)
Weight (kg)
LpA [dB(A)]

TCNV 75
27x21x87
9
64

TCNV 100
27x21x87
9
74

TCNV 200A
27x21x87
9
74

TCNV 200B
27x21x87
10
74

Clip Type

50, 75 K +
(T)

(T) 90, 100

175, 200 G+
(T)

175, 200,
250 G + (T)

G 175, 200,
250

E 210, 220,
230, 240
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Base Plate with Angular
Setting
Support Plate
Available Options
Flat Clip
Crossover Clip
Manual Knife
Cutting Device (pneumatic)
Ejector
Loop Feeder
Loop Feeder (1 or 2 stroke)
Time Valve

TIPPER TIE, Inc.
2000 Lufkin Road
Apex, NC 27539 USA
Tel. +1 919 362 8811
Fax +1 919 362 4839
infoUS@tippertie.com

TIPPER TIE TECHNOPACK GmbH
Otto-Hahn-Strasse 5
21509 Glinde/Germany
Tel. +49 40 72 77 04 0
Fax +49 40 72 77 04 100
infoDE@tippertie.com

Technical data is subject to change. 03.2015.

TIPPER TIE ALPINA GmbH
Waldau 1
9230 Flawil/Switzerland
Tel. +41 71 388 63 63
Fax +41 71 388 63 00
infoCH@tippertie.com

TCNV RF200 TCNV E220R
27x21x87
27x21x87
10.5
10
74
74

TCNV 400
27x21x86
11
74

TCNV 400R
231x21x86
12
74
370, 380, 390,
400, G400,
390, 400, 425
G410, K400,
K410

